PHOS GAIN™ phosphorus enhancer helps protect phosphorus from
being tied up with metals in the soil. Phosphorus is a major
nutrient for growing crops, but much of it isn’t available to plants.
Now you can protect your phosphate from the time of
application with PHOS GAIN.

Solvent-Based Solution
Water-based products currently available
are less effectively because they contain water.
For optimal results, PHOS GAIN phosphorus
enhancer is formulated using PENXCEL Technology,
a water-free formula that doesn’t interfere with the
reactions we want to control.

It’s a revolutionary concept in protecting your
phosphate investment. The technology was originally
developed in the oil and gas industry, but now is
being applied in a novel way for agriculture thanks
to PENXCEL Technology.
Chained By Metals, Freed By Phos Gain
Metals like aluminum, iron, and magnesium
are responsible for locking up phosphorus
in the soil and calcium contributes as well.
Soil pH impacts which reactions occur,
but PHOS GAIN phosphorus enhancer
can help block those reactions.
Perfecting the formulation and specific
molecular weight of PHOS GAIN allows
it to change the rules of the game for
phosphorus in the soil. It works on
granular and liquid fertilizer.

We’ve Got You Covered
Coverage is a concern for anyone who has worked with DAP
and MAP in the past. It’s tough to get enough product on the
fertilizer and make it work. Too much and your blend is soggy.
Too little and you don’t get coverage. Our formulation is rather
forgiving, minimizing the hassle of application and supplying
consistent coverage. So you and your fertilizer aren’t left exposed.
For increased phosphorus availability, improved plant health,
increased efficiency and to help better manage your resources, ask
for Phos GAin when it is available.
Limited Availability For Testing
Phos GAin is not registered in all countries and is not available
for sale where not registered. Innovar Ag is conducting largescale
trials with the product in anticipation of a 2015 launch on a limited
basis. Please contact your Innovar Ag representative for details.
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